㧢 㗴ߩ⠨ኤ߮ᜰዉߩ⇐ᗧὐ


 ⊒㖸㗴

㗴ߩߨࠄ㧦Უ㖸߮ሶ㖸ߩᱜߒ⼂ࠍ᷹ࠆޕ
ޣ㧝 ޤᰴߩ  㨪  ߩ⺆ߦߟߡ㧘ਅ✢ㇱߩ⊒㖸߇หߓ߽ߩࠍࠕ㨪ࠛ߆ࠄ৻ߟߕߟㆬ߮㧘⸥ภߢ╵߃
ߥߐޕ
]
 grow
[ ࠕ down
ࠗ how
࠙ know
ࠛ town
]
 heavy
[ ࠕ already
ࠗ great
࠙ real
ࠛ weak
]
 enough
[ ࠕ caught
ࠗ laugh
࠙ through
ࠛ weigh
]
 either
[ ࠕ anything
ࠗ math
࠙ mouth
ࠛ though
]
  wear
[ ࠕ bear
ࠗ dear
࠙ hear
ࠛ year
㈩ὐ  ὐ㧔ฦ㧞ὐ㧕
ᱜ⸃  ࠙  ࠕ  ࠗ  ࠛ  ࠕ
㧨╵᩺ߦ߅ߌࠆޣ㧝ޤዊᱜ╵₸㧔㧑㧕㧪
 
ዊ






ቇ⑼㨯ੱᢙ

grow
heavy
enough
either
wear

ో 
᥉ㅢ⑼






 






✚วቇ⑼







ᬺ⑼♽







ኅᐸ⑼♽ ⧷⺆⑼♽ ઁߩቇ⑼



















 ᧄᐕᐲߪ㧘ዊ  㧘  㧘  ࠍᲣ㖸ߦ㑐ߔࠆ㗴㧘  㧘  ࠍሶ㖸ߦ㑐ߔࠆ㗴ߣߒߚᧄޕߦ߅
ߌࠆ⺞ᩏᩞోߩ╵᩺ߦࠃࠆᱜ╵₸㧔એਅ㧘⺞ᩏᩞోߩᱜ╵₸㧕ߪ 㧑ߢߞߚޕ
 એਅ㧘ᐔဋὐ㗅߇ਛߦࠆోᣣ⺖⒟᥉ㅢ⑼↢ᓤ  ฬߩ╵᩺㧔ಽᨆ╵᩺㧕ࠍߒߡ㧘ዊ
ߦ⺋╵ಽᨆࠍ⹜ߺߚ߅ߥޕ㧘⺋╵ಽᨆߦ↪ߚಽᨆ╵᩺ߪ㧘⸳ޣ㧞ޤએ㒠߽ห᭽ߩᣇᴺߢߒ
ߚޕ
㧨ಽᨆ╵᩺ߦࠃࠆ⺋╵ᢙ㧪
ዊ  ⺋╵ᢙ ⸥ภ
 
grow



=ou?
 
heavy



=e?
 
enough
=f?



⊒㖸

ฦ⺋╵ᢙ

ࠕ

=au?



ࠗ

=au?



࠙

ᱜ╵know



ࠛ

=au?



ࠕ

ᱜ╵already



ࠗ

=ei?



࠙

=i:ə ?



ࠛ

=i:?



ࠕ

=㧖?



ࠗ

ᱜ╵laugh



࠙

=㧖?



ࠛ

=㧖?



ዊ 

⺋╵ᢙ

⸥ภ

 
either



=ð ?
 
wear



=eə r ?

⊒㖸

ฦ⺋╵ᢙ

ࠕ

=θ ?



ࠗ

=θ ?



࠙

=θ ?



ࠛ

ᱜ╵ though



ࠕ

ᱜ╵ bear



ࠗ

=iə r ? 



࠙

=iə r ? 



ࠛ

=iə r ? 



 
 ᵈ㧦=㧖?ߪ㤩ሼ

㧨⠨ኤ㧪
 ዊ  ߪ㧘-ow- ߩ⊒㖸ࠍ߁㗴ߢ㧘⺞ᩏᩞోߩᱜ╵₸ߪ 㧑ߣᧄਛᦨ߽㜞߆ߞߚޕ
ߒ⺆ߩgrow ߿࠙ know ߦࠆ-ow- ߩ⊒㖸ߪࠃߊℂ⸃ߐࠇߡࠆޕ
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 ዊ  ߪ㧘-ea-ߩ⊒㖸ࠍ߁㗴ߢ㧘⺞ᩏᩞోߩᱜ╵₸ߪ 㧑ߢߞߚߜ߁ߩ  ╵⺋ޕ
 ߇ࠗgreatߢߞߚߪࠇߎޕ㧘great ߩੑ㊀Უ㖸 =ei?ࠍᱜߒߊℂ⸃ߒߡߥ߆ࠄߢࠆߣᕁ
ࠊࠇࠆޕ
 ዊ  ߪ㧘-gh- ߩ⊒㖸ࠍ߁㗴ߢ㧘⺞ᩏᩞోߩᱜ╵₸ߪ 㧑ߢߞߚ ࠙ ߪ╵⺋ޕthrough
ߣ ࠛ weigh ߦᄙߊ㧘-gh ߢ⚳ࠊࠆන⺆ߩ⊒㖸߇ℂ⸃ߢ߈ߡߥޕ
 ዊ  ߪ㧘-th-ߩ⊒㖸ࠍ߁㗴ߢ㧘⺞ᩏᩞోߩᱜ╵₸ߪ 㧑ߢߞߚߪ╵⺋ޕಽᢔߒߡ߅
ࠅ㧘=ð ?ߣ=θ ?ߩ⊒㖸ߪ㧘ᱜߒߊℂ⸃ߢ߈ߡߥߣ⠨߃ࠄࠇࠆޕ
 ዊ  ߪ㧘-earߩ⊒㖸ࠍ߁㗴ߢࠆ⺞ޕᩏᩞోߩᱜ╵₸ߪ 㧑ߢࠅ㧘⺋╵ߪಽᢔߒߡ
ߚ=ޕeə r ?ߣ=iə r ?ߩ⊒㖸ࠍᱜߒߊℂ⸃ߢ߈ߥ߆ߞߚߚߣᕁࠊࠇࠆޕ
㧨ᜰዉߩ⇐ᗧὐ㧪
㧨㗴ὐ㧪
Ԙ ዊ  㧘  ߦࠄࠇࠆࠃ߁ߦ㧘ੑ㊀Უ㖸߇߹ࠇࠆන⺆ࠍᱜ⏕ߦ⊒㖸ߢ߈ߥޕ
ԙ ዊ  ߦࠄࠇࠆࠃ߁ߦ㧘⺒߹ߥߟߠࠅ߇߹ࠇࠆන⺆ࠍᱜ⏕ߦ⊒㖸ߢ߈ߥޕ
㧨ౕ⊛ߥᜰዉ㧪
Ԙ ⊒㖸⸥ภࠍෳ⠨ߦߒߡ㧘ᱜ⏕ߥ⊒㖸ࠍ␜ߒߥ߇ࠄᓳ✵⠌ࠍߐߖࠆߦ․ޕ㧘ᣣᧄ⺆ߩ

ฬ⸥

ߩᓇ㗀ࠍฃߌ߿ߔੑ㊀Უ㖸ࠍ⺆ߦߪ᳇ࠍઃߌߐߖࠆޕ
ԙ ߟߠࠅߣ⊒㖸ߩ㑐ଥࠍ␜ߒߥ߇ࠄ㧘ᢎቶౝߢⴕࠊࠇࠆࠄࠁࠆࠦࡒࡘ࠾ࠤ࡚ࠪࡦᵴേࠍㅢߒߡ㧘
ᱜ⏕ߥ⊒㖸ࠍりߦઃߌߐߖࠆޕ
ޤޣԘ =ei?: baseball / break / cake / case / change / danger / date / face / game / pace / vacation 
   ԙ through / weigh / climb / lamb / know / knee / fasten / hasten / align / sign / castle / whistle 
ޣᜰዉᚻ㗅ߩޤ
りߦઃߌߐߖߚ⊒㖸ࠍ⺆ࠍ␜ߒ㧘㖸ჿࠍ⡬߆ߖߥ߇ࠄߟߠࠅߣ⊒㖸ߩ㑐ଥߦ᳇ઃ߆ߖࠆޕᰴ
ߦ㧘⛗߿࿑ࠍ↪ߡญߩᒻߣ⥠ߩ⟎ࠍ␜ߒ㧘ᕷߩᣇ߽ᗧ⼂ߐߖߡ↢ᓤߦ⊒㖸ߐߖࠆߦࠄߐޕ㧘
ߘࠇࠄߩ⺆ࠍ↪ߒߡ㧘ᗧߩㅢࠆᢥࠍࠄߖࠆߖߐ⊒ߢࡊ࡞ࠣ߿ࠕࡍࠍࠇߘޕ㧘ㆡಾߦવࠊࠆ
߆ߤ߁߆ࠍ⏕ߐߖࠆޕ

 ⺆ᒵ㗴
㗴ߩߨࠄ㧦ၮᧄ⊛ߥ⺆ᒵ߇りߦઃߡࠆ߆ࠍ᷹ࠆޕ
ޣ㧞 ޤᰴߩ  㨪  ߩᢥਛߩ㧔  㧕ౝߦ㧘ਈ߃ࠄࠇߚᢥሼߢᆎ߹ࠆᦨ߽ㆡᒰߥ⺆ࠍ৻ߟᦠ߈ߥߐ
ޕ
 Today is a (h
), so I don’t have to go to school.
 I have to do a lot of homework (d
) the summer vacation.
 Is your (p
) of visiting Japan sightseeing?
 Ichiro is very (f
) as a good baseball player. Everyone knows him.
 If you don’t practice hard, your team will (l
) in the next game.
 A: Hello. This is Kumi. Is this Mr. Kato?
B: Sorry. I think you have the (w
) number.
 A: Will you watch the soccer game on TV tonight?
B: Yes, of course. I won’t (m
) it!
 A: Are you for or (a
) this idea?
B: I think it’s good.
 A: How many children do you have?
B: We have two sons and a (d
).
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A: Is it (d ) to use this computer?
B: No, it isn’t. It’s very easy.


㈩ὐ㧦 ὐ㧔ฦ㧝ὐ㧕 







ᱜ⸃㧦  holiday

 during

 purpose

 famous

 wrong

 miss

 against

 daughter

 lose
 difficult

㧨╵᩺ߦ߅ߌࠆޣ㧞ޤዊᱜ╵₸㧔㧑㧕㧪
ዊ












ቇ⑼㨯ੱᢙ

holiday
during
purpose
famous
lose
wrong
miss
against
daughter
difficult

ో 
᥉ㅢ⑼
























✚วቇ⑼












ᬺ⑼♽












ኅᐸ⑼♽












⧷⺆⑼♽












ઁߩቇ⑼












⺞ᩏᩞోߩᱜ╵₸ߪ 㧑ߢߞߚޕ
㧨ㆊᐕᐲ㘃㗴ᱜ╵₸㧔㧑㧕㧪
ዊ

 ᐕᐲᱜ╵₸

ㆊᐕᐲᱜ╵₸ 㗴ᐕᐲ 

 holiday



  ᐕᐲ   ᐕᐲ   ᐕᐲ  㧣ᐕᐲ 

 during



  ᐕᐲ   ᐕᐲ 

 famous



  ᐕᐲ   ᐕᐲ 

 wrong



  ᐕᐲ   ᐕᐲ   ᐕᐲ   ᐕᐲ 

 daughter



  ᐕᐲ   ᐕᐲ 

 difficult



  ᐕᐲ   ᐕᐲ 

㧨ಽᨆ╵᩺ߦࠃࠆ⺋╵ᢙߣਥߥ⺋╵㧪



ዊ

⺋╵ᢙ

ߟߠࠅߩ⺋ࠅ ᢙ 

 holiday





 during





 purpose





 famous





 lose



 

holyday  horiday  
holliday  ╬
dring   duaring  
duling  ╬
porpose   purpas  
purpuse   perpose  ╬
famouse   famos  
famus  ╬

ߘߩઁߩ⺋ࠅ ᢙ 
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hot   happy   headache  
hospital  ╬
doing   different  
difficult ╬
parents   plan  popular  
people   passport  ╬
fast   fine  favorite  
fun   fan  fight  ╬
lost   learn  low  
leave  lead  loss  ╬

ή╵






 wrong



 miss



 mes  



 against



 ageinst   aggainst  



 daughter





 difficult





 worring   worning 

╬

dauter  douther  
doughter  daghter  ╬
dificult   diffucult  
difficoult  ╬






worry   wrote   weak  
want  window  ╬
make   must  meet  
move  mean  ╬
agree   another  
about   as  any  ╬
dog  danger  dream  
dangerous   died 
doing   different  
drive   dream  







㧨⠨ኤ㧪
 ዊ  ߆ࠄ  ߪᢥਛߩㆡ⺆ల㗴㧘  ߆ࠄ  ߪኻᢥਛߩㆡ⺆ల㗴ߣߥߞߡࠆޕ
 ዊ  holidayߩ⺞ᩏᩞోߩᱜ╵₸ߪ 㧑ߢߞߚߜ߁ߩ  ╵⺋ޕ㧘ߪޠࠅ⺋ߩࠅߠߟޟ
 ࠅ㧘ᄙߊߩ↢ᓤ߇ᢥᗧߪℂ⸃ߒߚࠃ߁ߢࠆߚ߹ޕ㧘ߦޠࠅ⺋ߩઁߩߘޟ㧘I don’t have to go to
school ߣ߁߆ࠄㅪᗐߐࠇࠆ⸒⪲߽ࠄࠇࠆޕ
ዊ  duringߩ⺞ᩏᩞోߩᱜ╵₸ߪ 㧑ߢߞߚޕㆊᐕᐲߣᲧセߔࠆߣᱜ╵₸߇߇ߞߚ߇㧘
⺋╵  ߩ߁ߜ㧘ߣ  ߇ޠࠅ⺋ߩࠅߠߟޟᄙ߆ߞߚޕ
ዊ  purposeߩ⺞ᩏᩞోߩᱜ╵₸ߪ 㧑ߣᧄਛᦨ߽ૐ߆ߞߚߜ߁ߩ  ╵⺋ޕ㧘ߩߘޟ
ઁߩ⺋ࠅࠅ  ߪޠ㧘᭽ޕߚߞߢޘpurpose ߣ߁⺆ߪ߹ࠅߥߓߺ߇ߥߊቯ⌕ߒߡߥࠃ߁
ߢࠆޕ
ዊ  famous ߩ⺞ᩏᩞోߩᱜ╵₸ߪ 㧑ߢߞߚ߇ޠࠅ⺋ߩࠅߠߟޟޕ㧤ࠅ㧘ㆊᐕᐲߣ
Ყセߒߡᱜ╵₸߇㜞ߊߥߞߡࠆޕ
ዊ  loseߩ⺞ᩏᩞోߩᱜ╵₸ߪ 㧑ߢߞߚޕേ⹖ lose ߪ㧘
ޟ㧔⹜วߦ㧕⽶ߌࠆ߁ߣޠᗧ
ߢߪ߹ࠅℂ⸃ߢ߈ߡߥߣᕁࠊࠇࠆޕ
ዊ  wrongߩ⺞ᩏᩞోߩᱜ╵₸ߪ 㧑ߢߞߚޕή╵߇  ߣᄙߊ㧘you have the wrong
number ߣ߁ߢߪቯ⌕ߒߡߥߣ⠨߃ࠄࠇࠆޕ
ዊ 

miss ߩ⺞ᩏᩞోߩᱜ╵₸ߪ 㧑ߢߞߚޕή╵߇  ߣᄙߊ㧘ᢥ⣂߆ࠄㆡಾߥ

ࠍᕁᶋ߆ߴࠆߎߣ߇ߢ߈ߥ߆ߞߚࠃ߁ߢࠆޕ
ዊ  againstߩ⺞ᩏᩞోߩᱜ╵₸ߪ 㧑ߢૐ߆ߞߚߜ߁ߩ  ╵⺋ޕ㧘
ߪޠࠅ⺋ߩࠅߠߟޟ
㧞ߩߺߢ㧘߶ߣࠎߤ߇ޕߚߞߢޠࠅ⺋ߩઁߩߘޟfor or against ߣ߁ᣢ⠌ࠍᢥ⣂ߩਛߢᵴ↪
ߢ߈ߥ߆ߞߚޕ
ዊ  daughter ߩ⺞ᩏᩞోߩᱜ╵₸ߪ 㧑ߢૐ߆ߞߚޕ
߽ᦨߣ  ߇ޠࠅ⺋ߩࠅߠߟޟᄙߊ㧘
ᄙߊߩ↢ᓤ߇ daughter ࠍᕁߟߡߡ߽㧘ᱜ⏕ߦߟߠࠆߎߣ߇ߢ߈ߥ߆ߞߚޕ
ዊ  difficult ߩ⺞ᩏᩞోߩᱜ╵₸ߪ 㧑ߢᦨ߽㜞߆ߞߚߜ߁ߩ  ╵⺋ޕ㧘
⺋ߩࠅߠߟޟ
ࠅࠅ  ߇ޠ㧘ᗧߪಽ߆ߞߡߡ߽ᱜ⏕ߦߟߠࠆߎߣ߇ߢ߈ߥ߆ߞߚޕ
㧨ᜰዉߩ⇐ᗧὐ㧪
㧨㗴ὐ㧪
Ԙ ዊ    ߦࠄࠇࠆࠃ߁ߦ㧘න⺆ߩ⊒㖸ߣߟߠࠅ߇ᱜ⏕ߦ⚿߮ઃߡߥޕ
ԙ ዊ  㧘  㧘    ߦࠄࠇࠆࠃ߁ߦ㧘ᢥ⣂߿ኻߦᔕߓߡㆡಾߥ⺆ᒵࠍ↪ߡߢ߈ߥޕ
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㧨ౕ⊛ߥᜰዉ㧪
Ԙ ቯ⌕ߐߖߚ⺆ߩߟߠࠅߣ⊒㖸ߩ㑐ଥࠍ␜ߒߚߢ㧘ࡈ࠶ࠪࡘࠞ࠼╬ࠍ↪ߒ㧘ߟߠࠅߩో
ࠍߡ⚛ᣧߊ⊒㖸ߔࠆ✵⠌ࠍߐߖࠆߩߘޕ㓙㧘ߟߠࠅࠍᦠ߆ߖࠆߣലᨐ⊛ߢࠆޕ
ԙ ㄉᦠࠍߞߡቯ⌕ߐߖߚ⺆ߩ↪ࠍߊߟ߆ᦠ߈ߐߖ㧘ࠣ࡞ࡊಽߌߒߚ↢ᓤߦߘࠇߙࠇߩ↪
ࠍ↪ߚળᢥࠍᚑߐߖࠆޕฦࠣ࡞ࡊߢᚑߒߚળᢥࠍ⊒ߐߖࠆޕ
ޣળᢥߩ ޤቯ⌕ߐߖߚ⺆㧦wrong ਅ✢ㇱ㧦↪
 A : You look tired.

What’s wrong?

B : I stayed up late last night. I have a headache.
A : I’m sorry to hear that. Take care.
 A : I was waiting for you at the station. Why didn’t you come?
B : I’m so sorry. I took a wrong train. It didn’t stop at the station.
A : You should have checked the timetable.

 ᢥᴺ⺆ᴺ㗴
㗴ߩߨࠄ㧦ᯏ⢻⺆ߩ߈ߣၮᧄ⊛ߥᢥᴺ㗄ߩℂ⸃ᐲࠍ᷹ࠆޕ
ޣ㧟 ޤᰴߩ  㨪  ߇ߘࠇߙࠇᱜߒᢥߦߥࠆࠃ߁ߦ㧘ࠕ㨪ࠛ߆ࠄᦨ߽ㆡᒰߥ⺆㧔ฏ㧕ࠍㆬ߮㧘⸥ภߢ
╵߃ߥߐޕ
 I got up late this morning, (ࠕ because ࠗ but ࠙ so ࠛ though) I couldn’t get on
the first train.
 The concert will continue (ࠕ after ࠗ before ࠙ for ࠛ until) 9 o’clock.
 What is the language (ࠕ speak ࠗ speaking ࠙ spoke ࠛ spoken) in Australia?
 A: (ࠕ How ࠗ What ࠙ When ࠛ Where) do you go to school?
B: I usually go by bus.
 A: (ࠕ Do ࠗ May ࠙ Must ࠛ Will) I see your passport?
B: Of course.
㈩ὐ㧦 ὐ㧔ฦ㧞ὐ㧕
ᱜ⸃  ࠙  ࠛ  ࠛ  ࠕ  ࠗ
㧨╵᩺ߦ߅ߌࠆޣ㧟ޤዊᱜ╵₸㧔㧑㧕㧪
ዊ







ቇ⑼㨯ੱᢙ

so
until
spoken
How
May

ో 
᥉ㅢ⑼






 






✚วቇ⑼







ᬺ⑼♽







ኅᐸ⑼♽







⧷⺆⑼♽







ઁߩቇ⑼







⺞ᩏᩞోߩᱜ╵₸ߪ 㧑ߢߞߚޕ
㧨ㆊᐕᐲ㘃㗴ᱜ╵₸㧔㧑㧕㧪
ዊ
 ធ⛯⹖ so ߩ↪ᴺ
 ⇼⹖ how ߩ↪ᴺ
 ഥേ⹖ may ߩ↪ᴺ



 ᐕᐲᱜ╵₸
ㆊᐕᐲᱜ╵₸㧔㗴ᐕᐲ㧕

㧔 ᐕᐲ㧕 㧔 ᐕᐲ㧕 㧔 ᐕᐲ㧕

㧔 ᐕᐲ㧕

㧔 ᐕᐲ㧕 㧔 ᐕᐲ㧕
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㧨ಽᨆ╵᩺ߦࠃࠆ⺋╵ᢙ㧪
ዊ
so
until
spoken
How
May







⺋╵ᢙ






ࠕ



ᱜ╵


ࠗ




ᱜ╵

࠙
ᱜ╵





ࠛ

ᱜ╵
ᱜ╵



ή╵






㧨⠨ኤ㧪
 ዊ  ߪ㧘ᢥ⣂ߦว߁ㆡಾߥធ⛯⹖so ࠍㆬ߱㗴ߢࠆ⺞ޕᩏᩞోߩᱜ╵₸ߪ 㧑ߢߞ
ߚࠕߪ  ߜ߁ߩ  ╵⺋ޕbecause ߢ㧘ࠍޠ▵ߔ␜ࠍ⺰⚿ޟዉߊso ߣޟේ࿃ࠍ⺑ߔࠆ▵ࠍޠ
ዉߊ because ߩ↪ᴺࠍᷙหߒߡࠆߣ⠨߃ࠄࠇࠆޕ
 ዊ  ߪ㧘೨⟎⹖until ࠍㆬ߱㗴ߢࠆ⺞ޕᩏᩞోߩᱜ╵₸ߪ 㧑ߣᧄਛᦨ߽ૐ߆ߞߚޕ
until ߩᗧ߿↪ᴺ߇චಽߦℂ⸃ߐࠇߡߥߣ⠨߃ࠄࠇࠆޕ
 ዊ  ߪ㧘ᓟ⟎ୃ㘼ߩㆊಽ⹖spoken ࠍㆬ߱㗴ߢࠆ⺞ޕᩏᩞోߩᱜ╵₸ߪ 㧑ߢߞ
ߚࠗ߇  ߜ߁ߩ  ╵⺋ޕspeaking ߢߞߚޕฬ⹖ࠍୃ㘼ߔࠆಽ⹖ߣㆊಽ⹖ߩ߇ߢ
߈ߡߥ↢ᓤ߇ࠆޕ
 ዊ  ߪ㧘⇼⹖How ࠍㆬ߱㗴ߢࠆ⺞ޕᩏᩞోߩᱜ╵₸ߪ 㧑ߣࠃߊߢ߈ߡߚޕᚻ
ᲑࠍߨࠆHow ߩ↪ᴺߦߟߡߪℂ⸃ߐࠇߡࠆޕ
 ዊ  ߪ㧘ഥേ⹖May ࠍㆬ߱㗴ߢࠆ⺞ޕᩏᩞోߩᱜ╵₸ߪ 㧑ߣᧄਛᦨ߽㜞߆ߞߚޕ
⸵นࠍ᳞ࠆMay Iߩ↪ᴺߦߟߡߪࠃߊℂ⸃ߐࠇߡࠆޕ
㧨ᜰዉߩ⇐ᗧὐ㧪
㧨㗴ὐ㧪
ዊ  㧘  ߦࠄࠇࠆࠃ߁ߦ㧘ធ⛯⹖߿೨⟎⹖ߩ↪ᴺ߇චಽℂ⸃ߢ߈ߡߥޕ
㧨ౕ⊛ߥᜰዉ㧪
৻ߟߩ⧷ᢥߦኻߒⶄᢙߩធ⛯⹖߿೨⟎⹖ࠍਈ߃㧘ߘࠇߙࠇߩᓎഀࠍ⠨߃ߥ߇ࠄ㧘ߘࠇߦ⛯ߊㇱಽࠍ
ࠄߖࠆޕ
 I got up late this morning, so I couldn’t catch the first train. 
 I got up late this morning, because I was very tired. 
 I got up late this morning, but I was in time for school. 
 The examinations are approaching, so you have to study for three hours.
 The examinations are approaching, so you have to study until 10 o’clock.
 The examinations are approaching, so you have to study after dinner.

 ᢥᴺ㗴
㗴ߩߨࠄ㧦ၮᧄ⊛ߥᢥᴺ㗄ߩㆇ↪⢻ജࠍ᷹ࠆޕ
ޣ㧠 ޤᰴߩ  㨪  ߩࠕߣࠗߩᢥߩౝኈ߇߶߷หߓߦߥࠆࠃ߁ߦ㧘㧔  㧕ౝߦᦨ߽ㆡᒰߥ⺆ࠍ৻ߟߕ
ߟᦠ߈ߥߐޕ





ࠕI was happy to hear the news.
ࠗThe news (

)(

) happy.
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ࠕKeiko works as a nurse.
ࠗ (

) care of sick people is Keiko’s job.

  ࠕYour shoes aren’t as big as mine.
ࠗYour shoes are (




) mine.

ࠕIf you study hard, your dream will come true.
ࠗStudy hard, (



)(

) your dream will come true.

ࠕMy parents went to Hokkaido two days ago. They are still there.
ࠗMy parents (

) been in Hokkaido (

) two days.

㈩ὐ㧦 ὐ㧔ฦ㧟ὐ㧘ㇱಽὐߥߒ㧕
ᱜ⸃  ( made ) ( me )
 ( and )



 ( Taking )

 ( smaller ) ( than )

 ( have ), ( for )

㧨╵᩺ߦ߅ߌࠆޣ㧠ޤዊᱜ╵₸㧔㧑㧕㧪 
ో 



 



ቇ⑼㨯ੱᢙ

ዊ






made me
Taking
smaller than
and
have, for

᥉ㅢ⑼







✚วቇ⑼







ᬺ⑼♽







ኅᐸ⑼♽ ⧷⺆⑼♽













ઁߩቇ⑼







⺞ᩏᩞోߩᱜ╵₸ߪ 㧑ߢߞߚޕ
㧨ㆊᐕᐲ㘃㗴ᱜ╵₸ 㧑 㧪
 ᐕᐲ
ᱜ╵₸

ዊ
 make + O + C



 Aaren’t as big as B
ψ A are smaller than B



 ቢੌ㧔⛮⛯㧕



ㆊᐕᐲᱜ╵₸㧔㗴ᐕᐲ㧕
㧔 ᐕᐲ㧕She felt happy to hear the news.
       ψ The news ( made ) her happy.
㧔 ᐕᐲ㧕A is not as large as B ψ A is ( smaller ) ( than ) B
㧔 ᐕᐲ㧕A is not as long as B ψ A is ( shorter ) ( than ) B
㧔 ᐕᐲ㧕A is not as big as B ψ A is ( smaller ) ( than ) B
㧔 ᐕᐲ㧕He ( has ) ( been ) a math teacher for twenty years.
㧔 ᐕᐲ㧕My father ( has ) ( been ) sick since ~
㧔 ᐕᐲ㧕My father ( has ) ( been ) sick for three days.

㧨ಽᨆ╵᩺ߦࠃࠆ⺋╵ᢙߣਥߥ⺋╵㧪
ዊ

⺋╵ᢙ

 made me



 Taking



 smaller than



 and



 havefor



⺋╵㧔ᢙ㧕
make / makes me  made to  hear me  ߘߩઁ 
Take  Be  To  Help  Takes  Helping / Kinding
/ Working  Took  ߘߩઁ 
bigger / biger than  smaler / smoler / smoller / smouler / smourer /
sorler than   small / little than  shorter than  ߘߩઁ 
if  so  because  become  to  can  
that  ߘߩઁ  
has / had for  have / has / had since  are / been / was for  
ߘߩઁ  
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ή╵






㧨⠨ኤ㧪
 ዊ  ߪ㧘make + O + Cࠍ߁㗴ߢࠆ⺞ޕᩏᩞోߩᱜ╵₸ߪ 㧑ߢߞߚߩ  ╵⺋ޕ
߁ߜ  ߪmake / makes ߣ me ࠍߞߡߒߡߚ ޕmake + O + C ߪℂ⸃ߒߡࠆߣᕁࠊࠇࠆ
߇㧘ᤨߦ߹ߢᵈᗧ߇߫ߥ߆ߞߚޕ
ዊ  ߪ㧘േฬ⹖ߩ↪ᴺࠍ߁㗴ߢࠆ⺞ޕᩏᩞోߩᱜ╵₸ߪ 㧑ߢߞߚߩ  ╵⺋ޕ
߁ߜ㧘 ߇take care of 㨪ࠍℂ⸃ߒߡࠆ߇㧘takeࠍേฬ⹖ߦߢ߈ߥ߆ߞߚޕ
 ዊ  ߪ㧘not as 㨪 as ࠍᲧセ⚖ࠍ↪ߡߔࠆ㗴ߢࠆ⺞ޕᩏᩞోߩᱜ╵₸ߪ 㧑ߢ
ߞߚ ߪ  ߜ߁ߩ  ╵⺋ޕbigger / biger than ߢࠅ㧘ߎࠇߪnot as 㨪 as ߩౝኈࠍᱜߒߊᝒ߃
ߡߥ߆ߞߚߚߣᕁࠊࠇࠆޕ
 ዊ  ߪ㧘ᢥߦ⛯ߊandߩ↪ᴺࠍ߁㗴ߢࠆ⺞ޕᩏᩞోߩᱜ╵₸ߪ 㧑ߣᧄਛᦨ
߽ૐ߆ߞߚޕή╵߽  ࠅ㧘ᢥߩᓟߦ↪ࠆandߩ↪ᴺࠍᕁߟ߆ߥ߆ߞߚࠃ߁ߛޕ
ዊ  ߪ㧘ࠆ⁁ᘒ߇⛯ߡࠆߎߣࠍߔቢੌߣߘߩᦼ㑆ࠍߔforߩ↪ᴺࠍ߁㗴ߢ
ࠆ⺞ޕᩏᩞోߩᱜ╵₸ߪ 㧑ߢߞߚߜ߁ߩ  ╵⺋ޕ㧘forࠍ↪ߚ߽ߩߪ  ࠅ㧘ᦼ
㑆ࠍߔforߩ↪ᴺߪࠆ⒟ᐲቯ⌕ߒߡࠆߣᕁࠊࠇࠆޕቢੌߩhaveࠍᱜߒߊ↪ߡߥ⺋
╵߇⋡┙ߞߚޕ
㧨ᜰዉߩ⇐ᗧὐ㧪
㧨㗴ὐ㧪
 ዊ  㧘  ߦࠄࠇࠆࠃ߁ߦ㧘หߓౝኈࠍᄙ᭽ߦߔࠆߎߣ߇ߢ߈ߥߚ߹ޕ㧘ዊ  㧘 
ߦࠄࠇࠆࠃ߁ߦ㧘ਥ⺆߿ᤨߦᔕߓߡേ⹖ࠍㆡಾߥᒻߢ↪ࠆߎߣ߇ߢ߈ߥޕ
㧨ౕ⊛ߥᜰዉ㧪
⠌ᓧߐߖߚࠍ↪ߔࠆ႐㕙ࠍ⸳ቯߒ㧘ࡍࠕࡢࠢߢ✵⠌ߐߖࠆߩߘޕᓟ㧘ࡍࠕࠍᄌ߃ߡએ೨
ߩ⋧ᚻߣⴕߞߚળߩౝኈࠍવ߃ว߁ᵴേࠍⴕ߁ޕ
ޣቢੌᒻࠍߞߚࡍࠕࡢࠢߩޤ
A: How long have you been in Aichi?
B: I have been in Aichi for three years.

How about you?

A: I have been here for ten years.
ࡍࠕࠍᄌ߃ߡ㧘
A: Student B has been in Aichi for three years.

How long have you been in Aichi?

C: I have been in Aichi since I was born.
ޣmake + O + C ࠍߞߚࡍࠕࡢࠢߩޤ
A: Today’s small quiz was cancelled.
B: I’m happy to hear that.
ࡍࠕࠍᄌ߃ߡ㧘
C: Student B looks happy.

Why?

A: Today’s small quiz was cancelled.

It made him / her happy.

ޣേฬ⹖ࠍߞߚࡍࠕࡢࠢߩޤ
A: How do you feel relaxed?
B: I feel relaxed when I take a walk with my dog.
A: Taking a walk with your dog makes you feel relaxed, right?
ࡍࠕࠍᄌ߃ߡ㧘
C: I feel nervous.

How can I get relaxed?

A: Take a walk with your dog and you will feel relaxed.
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  ญ⺆㗴
㗴ߩߨࠄ㧦ၮᧄ⊛ߥญ⺆ߩℂ⸃ᐲࠍ᷹ࠆޕ
ޣ㧡 ޤᰴߩ⧷ᢥߪBob ߣEriߩኻߢߔ(ޕ1)㨪(5)ߦࠆᦨ߽ㆡᒰߥࠍਅߩࠕ㨪ࠦ߆ࠄㆬ߮㧘
⸥ภߢ╵߃ߥߐߒߛߚޕ㧘ฦߪ৻ᐲߒ߆߃߹ߖࠎޕ
Bob : Good morning, Eri. (
1
)
Eri : Sure. What is it?
Bob : My host mother gave me a present, but I don’t know how to use it.
Eri : (
2
)
Bob : Here you are. Is it a big handkerchief or something?
Eri : No, it isn’t. It’s furoshiki.
Bob : Furo.... (
3
)
Eri : Fu-ro-shi-ki. It is a traditional Japanese piece of cloth and has a history of
more than 400 years.
Bob : (
4
)
Eri : Today, it is used to wrap and carry things. You can wrap anything such
as books, clothes, and bottles.
Bob : (
5
)
Eri : I agree. It is good for the environment because you can use it many times.
When you don’t use it, you can fold it up and keep it in your pocket.
Bob
:
I
want more people to use furoshiki.

ࠕ
ࠛ
ࠠ
ࠦ

࠙ People call it furoshiki.
ࠞ Do you like it?
ࠤ It’s very convenient.

ࠗ How about you?
ࠝ Can I ask you something?
ࠢ How much is it?

I used it last year.
I didn’t know that.
Please show it to me.
Pardon?

㈩ὐ㧦 ὐ㧔ฦ㧞ὐ㧕
ᱜ⸃  ࠝ  ࠠ  ࠦ  ࠛ  ࠤ
㧨╵᩺ߦ߅ߌࠆޣ㧡ޤዊᱜ╵₸㧔㧑㧕㧪 
ో 



᥉ㅢ⑼

✚วቇ⑼

ᬺ⑼♽

































 













 I didn’t know that.















 It’s very convenient.















ቇ⑼㨯ੱᢙ

ዊ
 Can I ask you something?
 Please show it to me.
 Pardon?

ኅᐸ⑼♽ ⧷⺆⑼♽ ઁߩቇ⑼

⺞ᩏᩞోߩᱜ╵₸ߪ 㧑ߢߞߚޕ
㧨ಽᨆ╵᩺ߦࠃࠆ⺋╵ᢙ㧪
ዊ

⺋╵ᢙ

ࠕ

ࠗ

࠙

ࠛ

ࠝ

ࠞ

ࠠ

ࠢ

ࠤ

ࠦ

ή╵

 Can I ask you something?











ᱜ╵













 Please show it to me.















ᱜ╵









 Pardon?





















ᱜ╵



 I didn’t know that.









ᱜ╵















 It’s very convenient.



















ᱜ╵





㧨⠨ኤ㧪
 ዊ  ߪ㧘ᜦߩᓟ㧘Bob ߇ Eri ߦ㗬ߺߏߣ߇ࠆߣಾࠅߔ႐㕙ߢࠆ⺞ޕᩏᩞోߩᱜ╵₸ߪ
㧑ߢߞߚࠗ߇  ߜ߁ߩ  ╵⺋ޕHow about you? ߦ㓸ਛߒߡ߅ࠅ㧘Sure. ߣ߁ᔕ╵߆
ࠄᱜ╵ࠍዉ߈ߔߎߣ߇ߢ߈ߥ߆ߞߚࠃ߁ߢࠆޕ
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 ዊ  ߪ㧘߽ࠄߞߚࡊࡦ࠻ߩ↪ㅜࠍ⍮ࠅߚߣ⸒߁ Bob ߦኻߒߡ㧘Eri ߇ߐߛߊߡߖߦ⑳ޟ
ࠆ߃╵ߣޠ႐㕙ߢࠆ⺞ޕᩏᩞోߩᱜ╵₸ߪ 㧑ߣᧄਛੑ⇟⋡ߦ㜞߆ߞߚ⋥ޕᓟߩ Bob ߩߖ
ࠅ߰Here you are. ߆ࠄ╵߃߿ߔ߆ߞߚߣ⠨߃ࠄࠇࠆޕ
 ዊ  ߪ㧘Bob ߇ޟ㘑ํᢝ߁ߣޠන⺆ࠍᱜߒߊ⡞߈ขࠇߕ㧘⡞߈ߔ႐㕙ߢࠆ⺞ޕᩏᩞోߩ
ᱜ╵₸ߪ 㧑ߣᧄਛᦨ߽㜞߆ߞߚޕPardon? ߩ↪ᴺߦߟߡߪ㧘ቯ⌕ߒߡࠆߣ⸒߃ࠆޕ
 ዊ  ߪ㧘㘑ํᢝߦߟߡߩ⍮⼂߇ోߊߥ߆ߞߚ Bob ߇ Eri ߆ࠄߘߩᱧผࠍೋߡ⡞߈㧘ߘࠇߦኻ
ߔࠆ⋧ߠߜࠍᛂߟ㗴ߢࠆ⺞ޕᩏᩞోߩᱜ╵₸ߪ 㧑ߢߞߚߪ╵⺋ޕಽᢔߒߡ߅ࠅ㧘⋥೨ߩ
Eri ߩ⺑ࠍᱜߒߊ⺒ߺขࠇߥ߆ߞߚߣᕁࠊࠇࠆޕ
 ዊ  ߪ㧘Eri ߆ࠄ㘑ํᢝߩ↪ㅜߦߟߡߩ⺑ࠍ⡞߈㧘ߘࠇߦኻߒߡ Bob ߇ᗵᗐࠍㅀߴࠆ႐㕙ߢ
ࠆ⺞ޕᩏᩞోߩᱜ╵₸ߪ 㧑ߢߞߚ⋥ޕᓟߦ Eri ߇I agree. ߣ⾥หߒߡࠆߎߣ߆ࠄ㧘ᱜ╵
ࠍዉ߈߿ߔ߆ߞߚߣᕁࠊࠇࠆޕ
㧨ᜰዉߩ⇐ᗧὐ㧪
㧨㗴ὐ㧪
ၮᧄ⊛ߥળߪቯ⌕ߒߡࠆ߇㧘ዊ  㧘  ߦࠄࠇࠆࠃ߁ߦ㧘ળߩਛߢ⋧ߠߜࠍᛂߞ
ߚࠅ㧘ᗵᗐࠍㅀߴߚࠅߔࠆ႐㕙ߦ߅ߡ㧘ㆡಾߥࠍ↪ࠆߎߣ߇ߢ߈ߥޕ
㧨ౕ⊛ߥᜰዉ㧪
Pardon? ߿ You’re welcome. ߥߤߩၮᧄ⊛ߥࠍ↪ߚࠬࠠ࠶࠻ࠍࡍࠕߢ⠨߃㧘⊒ߐߖࠆޕ
ᓢⶄߦޘ㔀ߥ႐㕙㧔⺃߁㧘ᢿࠆ㧘ਥᒛߔࠆߥߤ㧕ࠍ⸳ቯߒ㧘ᵴേߐߖࠆߎߣߦࠃࠅ㧘ળߩ
ࠍᐢߍߐߖࠆޕ
ޣPardon? ߩޤ
A: Our new ALT is from Cincinnati.
B: Pardon? Cinci …
A: Cin-cin-nat-i.

It is a city of Ohio.

 ޣI’m looking forward to it. ߩޤ
A: Let’s go to the movies together.
B: OK.

When and where shall we meet?

A: Let’s meet in front of the station at 1:30.
B: Sure.

Is that OK?

I’m looking forward to it.


 ᢛᐨᢥ㗴
㗴ߩߨࠄ㧦න⺆ࠍਗߴᦧ߃ߡᱜߒ⧷ᢥࠍ᭴ᚑߔࠆജ㧘ၮᧄ⊛ߥ⧷⺆⢻ജࠍ᷹ࠆޕ
ޣ㧢 ޤᰴߩ  㨪  ߩᣣᧄᢥߩᗧࠍߔࠃ߁ߦ㧘ਅߦਈ߃ࠄࠇߚ⺆ࠍోㇱ↪ߡ㧘⧷ᢥࠍࠅߥߐ
ߚ߹ޕ㧘  ߪਅ✢ㇱ A ߣ B ߩᣣᧄᢥࠍ⧷ᢥߦ⋥ߒߥߐޕ
 ⑳ߪߤ߁ߒߡᓐ߇ߘ߁⸒ߞߚߩ߆ࠊ߆ࠄߥޕ
  [don’t / he / I / know / said / so / why]


ߥߚߩ⥄ォゞࠍߖߡ߽ࠄ߃߹ߖࠎ߆ޕ
[me / you / show / your / could / bike]



ะߎ߁ߦ┙ߞߡࠆੱ߇⑳ߚߜߩవ↢ߢߔޕ
[is / man / our / over / standing / teacher / the / there]
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ߊࠃޟᶏᄖᣏⴕߦⴕ߈߹ߔ߆ޠޕ

   ޕߪޟA ⑳ߪ㧣߆࿖ࠍ⸰ߒߚߎߣ߇ࠅ߹ߔޠޕ߆ߔߢ߁ߤߪߚߥޕ
  ߪ⑳ޟᶏᄖߦⴕߞߚߎߣ߇ࠅ߹ߖࠎߩߤޕ࿖߇৻⇟ᅢ߈ߢߔ߆ޠޕ
 ޟB ⑳ߪࠞ࠽࠳߇৻⇟ᅢ߈ߢߔޠޕ

㈩ὐ ὐ㧔ฦ㧟ὐ ㇱಽὐߥߒ㧕
 ᱜ╵  I don’t know why he said so.
     Could you show me your bike?
     The man standing over there is our teacher.
      A I {have visited / have been to}{seven / 7} countries.
   
 B I {like / love} Canada [the] best.
㧨╵᩺ߦ߅ߌࠆޣ㧢ޤዊᱜ╵₸㧔㧑㧕㧪 
ቇ⑼㨯ੱᢙ

ዊ


 
 
A 
B 

 

ో 








᥉ㅢ⑼

✚วቇ⑼

ᬺ⑼♽

ኅᐸ⑼♽

⧷⺆⑼♽

ઁߩቇ⑼











































 ዊ  㨪  ߪᢛᐨ㗴㧘ዊ  ߪᣣᧄ⺆ߩౝኈࠍ⧷⺆ߢߐߖࠆᒻᑼߣߒߚ⺞ޕᩏᩞోߩᱜ
╵₸ߪ 㧑ߢߞߚޕ
㧨ㆊᐕᐲ㘃㗴ᱜ╵₸㧔㧑㧕㧪
ዊ

ᐕᐲᱜ╵₸

 㑆ធ⇼



 ಽ⹖



  A ቢੌ
    㧔⚻㛎㧕



  B ᦨ⚖



ㆊᐕᐲᱜ╵₸㧔㗴ᐕᐲ㧕
㧔ᐕᐲ㧕Do you know where she will go tomorrow?
㧔ᐕᐲ㧕I don’t know who he is.
㧔ᐕᐲ㧕Do you know who he is?
㧔ᐕᐲ㧕Who is that boy riding a bike?
㧔ᐕᐲ㧕The man wearing glasses is my father.
㧔ᐕᐲ㧕Have you ever read them?
㧔ᐕᐲ㧕Have you ever been to Okinawa?
㧔ᐕᐲ㧕I have never been there.
㧔ᐕᐲ㧕I like swimming (the) best.
㧔ᐕᐲ㧕I like tea (the) best.
㧔ᐕᐲ㧕I like this song (the) best.

㧨ಽᨆ╵᩺ߦࠃࠆ⺋╵ᢙ㧪
ዊ
ಽᨆ╵᩺ߦ߅ߌࠆ⺋╵ᢙ
 

 

 

A 

 
B 

㧨⠨ኤ㧪
ዊ  ߪ㧘㑆ធ⇼ߩ↪ᴺࠍℂ⸃ߒߡࠆ߆ࠍ⏕߆ࠆ㗴ߢࠆ⺞ޕᩏᩞోߩᱜ╵₸ߪ 㧑
ߢߞߚޕ
⺋╵ I don’t know why he so said.

 

⺋╵  ߩ߁ߜ  ߇so ࠍᱜߒ⟎ߢ↪ࠆߎߣ߇ߢ߈ߥ߆ߞߚޕ
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ዊ  ߪ㧘Could you 㨪? ߩ↪ᴺࠍℂ⸃ߒߡࠆ߆ࠍ⏕߆ࠆ㗴ߢࠆ⺞ޕᩏᩞోߩᱜ╵₸ߪ
㧑ߣᧄਛᦨ߽㜞߆ߞߚޕCould you 㨪? ߩ↪ᴺߪࠃߊቯ⌕ߒߡࠆࠃ߁ߢࠆޕ
ዊ  ߪ㧘ಽ⹖ߩᓟ⟎ୃ㘼ࠍℂ⸃ߒߡࠆ߆ࠍ⏕߆ࠆ㗴ߢࠆ⺞ޕᩏᩞోߩᱜ╵₸ߪ
㧑ߢߞߚޕ
⺋╵ The man is our teacher standing over there.

 

 ಽ⹖߇ୃ㘼ߔࠆฬ⹖ߩ್߇ᦌᤒߢࠅ㧘ਥ⺆ࠍᓟ⟎ୃ㘼ߔࠆಽ⹖ߩ↪ᴺ߽ቯ⌕ߒߡߥߣ
⠨߃ࠄࠇࠆޕ
 ዊ 

A ߪ㧘⥄りߩ⚻㛎ߦߟߡㅀߴࠆᢥࠍࠆߎߣ߇ߢ߈ࠆ߆ࠍ⏕߆ࠆ㗴ߢࠆ⺞ޕᩏᩞ

ోߩᱜ╵₸ߪ 㧑ߣૐ߆ߞߚޕ
⺋╵ Ԙ I have (ever) visited to seven countries.
 ԙ ή╵

 


     Ԛ I have visited in seven countries.

 

 ⺋╵  ߩ߁ߜ  ߪhave ㆊಽ⹖ߩᒻߪᕁߟߚࠃ߁ߛ߇㧘 ߇ visited ߩᓟߦ೨⟎⹖
ࠍߟߌߡ߅ࠅ㧘ઁേ⹖ visit ߩ↪ᴺࠍℂ⸃ߒߡߥࠃ߁ߢࠆߚ߹ޕ㧘 countries ࠍᱜߒߊᦠߡߥ

⺋╵߽ᄙߊࠄࠇߚޕ
ዊ 

B ߪ㧘ᦨ߽ᅢ߈ߥ߽ߩࠍㅀߴࠆᢥࠍࠆߎߣ߇ߢ߈ࠆ߆ࠍ⏕߆ࠆ㗴ߢࠆ⺞ޕᩏᩞో

ߩᱜ╵₸ߪ 㧑ߣᧄਛᦨ߽ૐ߆ߞߚޕ
⺋╵ Ԙ I like (the) best Canada.

 

    ԙ I like (the) best [in / of] Canada.

 

    Ԛ I like (the) best is Canada.

 

 ⺋╵  ߩ߁ߜ  ߇I like (the) best ߢᢥࠍᆎߡ߅ࠅ㧘⹖ߣߒߡ best ߣ߁⺆ߪᕁߟ
ߚ߽ߩߩ㧘ᱜߒ⟎ߢ↪ߡߥ⺋╵߇⋡┙ߞߚޕ
㧨ᜰዉߩ⇐ᗧὐ㧪
㧨㗴ὐ㧪
ዊ  ߩࠃ߁ߦ㧘ᣢ⠌ߩᢥᴺ㗄ࠍၮᧄ⊛ߥേ⹖߿⹖ߣߦਈ߃ࠄࠇߚ⁁ᴫߩਛߢㆡಾߦᵴ↪
ߔࠆߎߣ߇ߢ߈ߥޕ
㧨ౕ⊛ߥᜰዉ㧪
ߩ⑳ޟᅢ߈ߥ߽ߩࠍࡑ࠹ߤߥޠߡ㧘ቯ⌕ߐߖߚࠍߞߚ⧷ᢥࠍࠄߖ㧘⋧ᚻߦવࠊࠆ
ࠃ߁ߦࡍࠕ߿ߢࠣ࡞ࡊߢ⊒ߐߖࠆߚ߹ޕ㧘⊒ߦߟߡ⾰ߔࠆߥߤળࠍߐߖࠆޕ
ޤߩ⊒ޣ
I like movies.

I often see movies with my father.

I have seen movies about 10 times since last year.

I like E.T. best.
ޣળߩޤ
A: Who do you like best in E.T.?
B: I like Elliot best.
A: Why?
B: Because he is very kind.
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 㐳ᢥ⺒⸃㗴                                     
㗴ߩߨࠄ㧦Ყセ⊛㐳⧷ᢥࠍ⺒ߺขࠆജࠍ᷹ࠆޕ
ޣ㧣ޤᰴߩ⧷ᢥࠍ⺒ࠎߢ㧘ߣߩߦ╵߃ߥߐޕ
Bob was beginning to forget things. One day when he went shopping, he forgot what to buy. He often
forgot about his keys, his umbrella, or money when he left home. (1)His wife Kate and his children worried
about him. So they decided to take some pictures of things Bob forgot, and put them on the wall in their living
room. Bob sometimes could not remember people’s names. So they put a lot of pictures of people with their
names on the wall. At night, Bob and his family enjoyed talking about the pictures on the wall in their living
room.  ࠕ
One day Bob said to his friend, “I don’t want to forget important things.” “It is useful to write things on a
piece of paper,” said his friend.  ࠗ
Bob wrote what to buy on a piece of paper, but ( 2 ). Also, when
he went out with the paper, he couldn’t remember where the paper was in his bag.  ࠙ 
In December, on Kate’s birthday, the children wanted Bob to buy Kate’s birthday cake. Bob wrote the word
“CAKE” on his left hand and “BIRTHDAY” on his right hand.  ࠛ
Kate and her children were making
things for the party and cooking dinner. When Bob got home, he said, “Oh, no. Cake. I forgot it!” One of
his children said, “You didn’t ( 3 ). Why?” Bob said, “It was very cold outside. I was wearing my
gloves, so I couldn’t see my hands. I’m very sorry.” The children felt very sad. But Kate was ( 4 ).
She said, “Don’t worry. Yesterday I bought things to make the cake because I am going to make our Christmas
cake this weekend. Now, let’s make the cake for today’s party!” (5)Bob was almost crying when he heard
her words.
They had a good time when they were making the cake and talking in the kitchen. When they finished
cooking, Kate took a picture of the cake. She said, “Thank you very much for helping me. This is the most
delicious cake in the world.” She looked very happy. They sat at the table and Bob said, “Merry Christmas!”
(6)Everyone laughed and began to eat.
㧔ᵈ㧕wall ޟოޠ

㧝 ਅ✢ㇱ  ߩℂ↱ߣߒߡᦨ߽ㆡᒰߥ߽ߩࠍਅ߆ࠄㆬ߮㧘⸥ภߢ╵߃ߥߐޕ
   ࠕ Because Bob couldn’t remember many things.
ࠗ Because Bob decided to take some pictures.
࠙ Because Bob put his pictures on the wall.
ࠛ Because Bob wrote important things on the wall.
㧞 ⓨᚲ  ߦࠆߣߒߡᦨ߽ㆡᒰߥ߽ߩࠍਅ߆ࠄㆬ߮㧘⸥ภߢ╵߃ߥߐޕ
ࠕ he helped his wife with cooking
ࠗ he could buy important things
࠙ he forgot what to write
ࠛ he left it at home
㧟 ਅ✢ㇱ  ߦࠆߣߒߡᦨ߽ㆡᒰߥ߽ߩࠍਅ߆ࠄㆬ߮㧘⸥ภߢ╵߃ߥߐޕ
ࠕ buy our Christmas presents
   ࠗ look at your hands
   ࠙ take some pictures
   ࠛ write what to do
㧠 ਅ✢ㇱ  ߦࠆ⺆ߣߒߡᦨ߽ㆡᒰߥ߽ߩࠍਅ߆ࠄㆬ߮㧘⸥ภߢ╵߃ߥߐޕ
ࠕ crying
ࠗ shocked
࠙ smiling
ࠛ surprised
㧡 ਅ✢ㇱ  ߩℂ↱ߣߒߡᦨ߽ㆡᒰߥ߽ߩࠍਅ߆ࠄㆬ߮㧘⸥ภߢ╵߃ߥߐޕ
ࠕ Because he was very impressed.
   ࠗ Because his children were hungry.
   ࠙ Because he didn’t know how to make a cake.
ࠛ Because he didn’t have time to play baseball with his children.
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㧢 ਅ✢ㇱ  ߩℂ↱ߣߒߡᦨ߽ㆡᒰߥ߽ߩࠍਅ߆ࠄㆬ߮㧘⸥ภߢ╵߃ߥߐޕ
ࠕ Because Bob and his family enjoyed a delicious cake.
   ࠗ Because Bob made a mistake.
   ࠙ Because Bob remembered what day it was.
ࠛ Because Kate and her children took pictures.
㧣 So he decided to write important things on his hands. ߩࠆ႐ᚲߣߒߡᦨ߽ㆡᒰߥ߽ߩࠍਅ߆ࠄㆬ
߮㧘⸥ภߢ╵߃ߥߐޕ
ࠕ  ࠕ
ࠗ  ࠗ
࠙  ࠙
 ࠛ  ࠛ

㧤 ߎߩ‛⺆ߦ⛯ߊ႐㕙ߦߟߡ㧘એਅߩⓨᚲ 㧭 ߦࠆ⧷ᢥߣߒߡᦨ߽ㆡᒰߥ߽ߩࠍਅ߆ࠄ
ㆬ߮㧘⸥ภߢ╵߃ߥߐޕ
After the party, at night, Bob wrote a letter to Kate.

December 22 

Dear Kate,
ࠕHow many Christmas cards have you sent?
Happy Birthday!!

! I’m very sorry for today. For Christmas, I ࠗCan you help with my cooking?
࠙
Why
don’t
you
go
shopping
with
me
haven’t bought presents yet. Are you going to
tomorrow?
buy foods or presents?
A
I want to buy a
ࠛ
Why
don’t we sing Christmas songs for
bigger cake than today’s one!
our
children?

Love,

Bob

㧥 ᧄᢥߩౝኈߣ৻⥌ߔࠆ߽ߩࠍਅ߆ࠄੑߟㆬ߮㧘⸥ภߢ╵߃ߥߐޕ
   ࠕ Bob’s wife was beginning to forget something important.
ࠗ A lot of pictures were put on the wall to help Bob.
࠙ Bob forgot about the pictures his wife and children took.
ࠛ It was useful for Bob to write things on a piece of paper.
ࠝ Bob decided to draw a picture of a cake on his left hand.
ࠞ Bob wrote what to buy on his gloves when he went shopping.
ࠠ Bob’s family enjoyed making a cake for Kate’s birthday party.
㈩ὐ㧦 ὐ㧔ฦ㧞ὐ 㧥ߪฦ㧞ὐ㧕
ᱜ⸃ 㧝ࠕ
㧞 ࠛ
㧟 ࠗ
㧢ࠗ
㧣 ࠙
㧤 ࠙

㧠 ࠙
㧥 ࠗ

㧡ࠕ
ࠠ 

㧨╵᩺ߦ߅ߌࠆޣ㧣ޤዊᱜ╵₸㧔㧑㧕㧪
ቇ⑼㨯ੱᢙ

ዊ

㧝

ో 
᥉ㅢ⑼





✚วቇ⑼



ᬺ⑼♽



ኅᐸ⑼♽



㧞















㧟















㧠











































㧣















㧤















ࠗ















ࠠ















㧡



㧢

㧥

⺞ᩏᩞోߩᱜ╵₸ߪ 㧑ߢߞߚޕ




⧷⺆⑼♽ ઁߩቇ⑼
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㧨ಽᨆ╵᩺ߦࠃࠆ⺋╵ᢙ㧪
ዊ

⺋╵ᢙ

䉝㩷

䉟㩷

䉡㩷

䉣㩷

䉥㩷

䉦㩷

䉨㩷

ή╵

㧝



ᱜ╵
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ᱜ╵



㧨⠨ኤ㧪
㧝ߪ㧘Bob ߩᆄߩ Kate ߣሶߤ߽ߚߜ߇㧘Bob ࠍᔃ㈩ߒߚℂ↱ࠍ߁㗴ߢࠆ⺞ޕᩏᩞోߩ
ᱜ╵₸ߪ 㧑ߢߞߚߜ߁ߩ  ╵⺋ޕ㧘ࠗ Because Bob decided to take some pictures. ࠍㆬࠎߛ⺋
╵߇  ߣඨᢙએࠍභߡߚߪࠇߎޕ㧘Bob ߇‛ࠍᔓࠇ߿ߔߣ߁⁁ᴫࠍㆡಾߦ⺒ߺขࠆ
ߎߣ߇ߢ߈ߕ㧘⋥ᓟߩ So they decided to take some pictures of things Bob forgot, … ߆ࠄ⺋ߞߡ್ᢿߒߚ
ߚߣᕁࠊࠇࠆޕ
㧞ߪ㧘ࠍ⾈߁ߴ߈߆ࠍ⚕ߦᦠߚߣ߁ Bob ߩⴕേߩᓟߦ⛯ߊౝኈࠍ߁㗴ߢࠆ⺞ޕᩏ
ᩞోߩᱜ╵₸ߪ 㧑ߣᧄਛᦨ߽ૐ߆ߞߚߜ߁ߩ  ╵⺋ ޕ㧘࠙ he forgot what to write ࠍㆬࠎ
ߛ⺋╵߇  ߣ㕖Ᏹߦᄙ߆ߞߚߪࠇߎޕ㧘ࠍ⾈߁ߴ߈߆⚕ߦᦠߚ߇㧘ߘࠇࠍኅߦ⟎߈ᔓࠇࠆߣ
߁ but ߩ೨ᓟߩᢥ⣂ࠍ㧘ᱜ⏕ߦᝒ߃ࠆߎߣ߇ߢ߈ߥ߆ߞߚߚߢࠈ߁ޕ
㧟ߪ㧘ࠤࠠࠍ⾈ᔓࠇߚ Bob ߦኻߔࠆ㧘ሶߤ߽ߩ⊒⸒ౝኈࠍ߁㗴ߢࠆ⺞ޕᩏᩞోߩ
ᱜ╵₸ߪ 㧑ߢߞߚߪ╵⺋ޕಽᢔߒߡ߅ࠅ㧘⋥ᓟߩ I was wearing my gloves, so I couldn’t see my

hands. ߣ߁ Bob ߩ⸒⪲ߣ㑐ㅪઃߌߡℂ⸃ߢ߈ߥ߆ߞߚߣ⠨߃ࠄࠇࠆޕ
㧠ߪ㧘Bob ߇ࠤࠠࠍ⾈ᔓࠇߚߣಽ߆ߞߚᤨߩ㧘Kate ߩ᭽ሶࠍ߁㗴ߢࠆ⺞ޕᩏᩞో
ߩᱜ╵₸ߪ 㧑ߣᧄਛᦨ߽㜞߆ߞߚ⋥ޕᓟߩKateߩ⸒⪲ߦDon’t worry. ߣࠆߩߢ㧘ℂ⸃ߒ
߿ߔ߆ߞߚࠃ߁ߛޕ
㧡ߪ㧘Bob ߇ᵅ߈ߘ߁ߦߥߞߡࠆℂ↱ࠍ߁㗴ߢࠆ⺞ޕᩏᩞోߩᱜ╵₸ߪ 㧑ߢߞ
ߚߜ߁ߩ  ╵⺋ޕ㧘࠙ Because he didn’t know how to make a cake. ࠍㆬࠎߛ⺋╵߇  ߣඨᢙએ
ࠍභߡߚޕ೨ᓟߩᢥߢ make the cake ߣ߁߇➅ࠅߒ↪ࠄࠇߡࠆߎߣ߆ࠄ㧘⺋ߞߡ್
ᢿߒ㧘Bob ߩᔃᖱࠍᱜ⏕ߦ⺒ߺขࠆߎߣ߇ߢ߈ߥ߆ߞߚߩߢࠈ߁ޕ
㧢ߪ㧘‛⺆ߩᦨᓟߢ╉߇ߎߞߚℂ↱ࠍ߁㗴ߢࠆ⺞ޕᩏᩞోߩᱜ╵₸ߪ 㧑ߣ߆ߥ
ࠅૐ߆ ߞߚ ߪ ╵⺋ޕಽ ᢔߒߡ ߅ࠅ 㧘Bob߇Happy birthday! ߣ⸒ ߁ ߴ߈႐ 㕙ߢ 㧘⺋ߞ ߡ Merry

Christmas! ߣ⸒ߞߡߒ߹ߞߚߣ߁⚿ᧃߩ߅߽ߒࠈߐࠍℂ⸃ߢ߈ߡߥޕ
㧣ߪ㧘So he decided to write important things on his hands. ࠍᧄᢥਛߩㆡಾߥ⟎ߦࠇࠆ㗴ߢ
ࠆ⺞ޕᩏᩞోߩᱜ╵₸ߪ 㧑ߢߞߚߜ߁ߩ  ╵⺋ޕ㧘 䉣

ࠍㆬࠎߛ⺋╵߇  ߣඨᢙ

એࠍභߡߚߪࠇߎޕ㧘ᝌᢥߩ So ߩ೨ᓟߢߐࠇࠆේ࿃ߣ⚿ᨐߩ㑐ଥࠍ⊛⏕ߦᝒ߃ࠆߎߣ߇
ߢ߈ߥ߆ߞߚߚߢࠈ߁ޕ
㧤ߪ㧘Bob ߇ Kate ߦᦠߚᚻ⚕ߩౝኈࠍផ᷹ߔࠆ㗴ߢࠆ⺞ޕᩏᩞోߩᱜ╵₸ߪ 㧑ߢ
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ߞߚߜ߁ߩ  ╵⺋ޕ㧘ࠗ Can you help with my cooking? ࠍㆬࠎߛ⺋╵߇  ࠅ㧘⚂ඨᢙࠍභ
ߡߚߪࠇߎޕ㧘೨ᓟߢ↪ࠄࠇߡࠆ foods ߿ a cake ߣ߁⺆߆ࠄ㧘ᢱℂࠍߔࠆߎߣࠍㅪᗐߒ
ߚߚߢࠆߣ⠨߃ࠄࠇࠆޕ
㧥ߪ㧘ᧄᢥߩౝኈߦ৻⥌ߔࠆ߽ߩࠍㆬᛯߔࠆ㗴ߢࠆ⺞ޕᩏᩞోߩᱜ╵₸ߪ㧘ࠗ߇ 㧑㧘
ࠠ߇ 㧑ߢߞߚߪ╵⺋ޕಽᢔߒߡ߅ࠅ㧘‛⺆ߩዷ㐿ࠍ⠨ᘦߦࠇߡ㧘ⷐ߿ⷐὐࠍᱜߒߊℂ⸃ߢ
߈ߥ߆ߞߚߩߢࠈ߁ޕ
㧨ᜰዉߩ⇐ᗧὐ㧪
㧨㗴ὐ㧪
 㧞㧘㧢㧘㧣ߦࠄࠇࠆࠃ߁ߦ㧘‛⺆ߩ႐㕙߿⁁ᴫࠍ⠨ᘦߦࠇߡ㧘⊓႐ੱ‛ߩⴕേ߿ᔃᖱࠍℂ

⸃ߒ㧘ᦠ߈ᚻߩᗧ࿑ࠍ⺒ߺขࠆߎߣ߇ߢ߈ߥޕ
㧨ౕ⊛ߥᜰዉ㧪
⧷ᢥࠍ⺒߹ߖߚᓟߦ㧘⊓႐ੱ‛ߩⴕേ߿ᔃᖱ㧘ᦠ߈ᚻߩᗧ࿑ࠍផ᷹ߐߖࠆ⊒ࠍߒ㧘ࡍࠕ߿ࠣ࡞
ࡊߢߒวࠊߖߚࠅ㧘ౝኈߦߟߡߩᗧ឵߿⊒ࠍߐߖߚࠅߔࠆᵴേࠍขࠅࠇࠆ⊒ޕࠍ
ߔࠆ㓙ߦߪ㧘‛⺆ߩ৻ㇱಽߩߺ߇ߘߩ߹߹⾰ߩ⸃╵ߣߥࠄߥࠃ߁ߦ㈩ᘦߔࠆߚ߹ޕ㧘᧪ߩ
㗅ᐨ߿࿃ᨐ㑐ଥࠍߔ⺆㧔but, so, and ߥߤ㧕ࠍㇱಽ߽⾰ߒ㧘ౝኈࠍᢛℂߒߡℂ⸃ߔࠆ⠌ᘠࠍり
ߦઃߌߐߖࠆޕ
⧷ޣᢥߣ⊒ߩޤ
There was a man who loved his little boy very much.

Every day after work, the man came home and

played with the little boy.
One day, when the man was working in his office, he was asked to do a lot of work, but he (
He thought, “I have to work at home.
boy something to make him busy.
map on the cover.

I can’t play with my little boy this evening.”

He looked around the office.

Then(2)he got an idea.

He wanted to give the

He tore off the map, and cut it up into small pieces.
The man said to him, “I am

I have a lot of work to do this evening, so I can’t play with you now.”

Then he took the little boy into the dining room.
“You can make a world map with these pieces.
together.”

).

He found an old book with a large world

When he got home, the little boy came to him and asked him to play.
sorry.

1

The boy looked (

3

).

He showed the small pieces of the map, and explained,
When you finish it, I will stop working and we can play

The boy looked at the small pieces of paper and the boy didn’t know much about the world.

(4)

The man thought, “It will take some time.”
Only five minutes later, the boy came to the man and said, “ (
said, “ (

6

)

Let’s go and see.”

man said, “How did you do that?”

5

)”

The man was surprised and

In the dining room, he found a beautiful world map on the table.
The boy said, “It was easy.

The

There was a picture of a woman on the back

of the paper.”
㧔ᐔᚑ  ᐕᐲᗲ⍮⋵㜞╬ቇᩞ╙৻ቇᐕቇ⠪⧷⺆ቇജ⺞ᩏޣ㧣ޤ㐳ᢥ⺒⸃㗴ߩ㗴ᢥࠍ↪㧕

Question 1㧔‛⺆ߩ⛯߈ࠍផ᷹ߐߖ㧘ౝኈࠍᢛℂߐߖࠆ⊒㧕
Guess how the story continues.

Fill in (

1

).

Question 2㧔ⷐὐࠍ߹ߣߐߖࠆ⊒㧕
In the underlined part (2), what kind of idea did the man get?
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Please explain in English.

Question 3㧔⊓႐ੱ‛ߩᔃᖱࠍផ᷹ߐߖࠆ⊒㧕
Guess how the story continues.

Fill in (

3

), (

5

), and (

6

).

Question 4㧔ᦠ߈ᚻߩᗧ࿑ࠍ⺒ߺขࠄߖࠆ⊒㧕
In theunderlined part (4), what did the man expect?
Question 5㧔⚿ᧃߩℂ⸃ࠍᷓߐߖࠆ⊒㧕
Why did the little boy finish making the map in a very short time?
ޤ╵⸃ޣ
1: could not finish it
2: While he is doing his work at home, he will give his son the small pieces of paper to make a world map.
3: sad / I have finished it. / I can’t believe it.
4: He expected that he could do his work for some time.
5: Because he used a picture of a woman on the back of the paper.
 ⡞߈ขࠅ㗴
㗴ߩߨࠄ㧦⧷⺆ߩ⡞߈ขࠅߦࠃࠆℂ⸃ᐲࠍ᷹ࠆޕ
ޣ㧤ߩߎ ޤ㗴ߪ㧘వ↢߹ߚߪㅍߩᜰ␜ߦᓥ㧘ᱜߒ߽ߩߦߪ٤㧘ߘ߁ߢߥ߽ߩߦߪࠍ
ઃߌߥߐޕᱜߒ╵߃ߪߘࠇߙࠇ৻ߟߒ߆ࠅ߹ߖࠎޕ
JudyͦHi, Mike.
MikeͦHi, Judy. Welcome to my new room.
JudyͦThank you for inviting me. Oh, it’s so nice.
MikeͦThank you. Anyway, I’m wondering where I should put my desk, bed, and guitar.
JudyͦYour guitar? I didn’t know you are interested in it. When did you start?
MikeͦJust a few weeks ago. You know my friend Takashi, right? He can play the guitar
very well. Next month, we will play together in our music class.
JudyͦThat sounds like fun. I’m sorry that we are not in the same class.
MikeͦI’ll play a song for you if you like.
JudyͦThank you, but not today. Now, you should think about your new room.
MikeͦOh, OK. I think my desk should be in front of the window. And my bed should be
next to the desk. I can go to bed when I get tired.
JudyͦThat sounds nice. How about the guitar?
MikeͦOf course, on my desk!
JudyͦThen, where are you going to study? You must put it near the door, so you can’t
touch it when you study.
MikeͦOh, no!
Question 1
(a) In
(b) In
(c) In
(d) In

Where are Judy and Mike now?
Mike’s room.
Judy’s room.
Takashi’s room.
a music room.

Question 2
What will Mike put in the room?
(a) A desk, a guitar, and a table.
(b) A chair, a guitar, and a table.
(c) A bed, a chair, and a guitar.
(d) A bed, a desk, and a guitar.
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Question 3
When did Mike start playing the guitar?
(a) Yesterday.
(b) Today.
(c) A few weeks ago.
(d) Last month.
Question 4
Are Judy and Mike in the same class?
(a) Yes, they are.
(b) No, they aren’t.
(c) Yes, they do.
(d) No, they don’t.
Question 5
Where does Mike want to put his guitar?
(a) On his desk.
(b) Near the door.
(c) On the table.
(d) Next to his bed.
 ㈩ὐ 10ὐ 㧔ฦ㧞ὐ㧕
 ᱜ╵ Question 1

a (٤)

b ()

c ()

d ()

Question 2

a ()

b ()

c ()

d (٤)

Question 3

a ()

b ()

c (٤)

d ()

Question 4

a ()

b (٤)

c ()

d ()

Question 5

a (٤)

b ()

c ()

d ()

ᧄߪ㧘ળᢥࠍ⡞ߡ㧘ߘߩౝኈࠍߤߩ⒟ᐲ⡞߈ขࠇߚ߆ࠍ⏕߆ࠆ㗴ߢࠆޕ㗴ࠍ㧘
ޟળ
ᢥψ⾰ψળᢥψ⾰ψ⸃╵ㆬᛯ⢇ߩޠ㗅ߢឭ␜ߒߚޕ
 ᧄᐕᐲߩౝኈߪ㧘Judy ߣMike ߇ᣂߒMike ߩㇱደߢኅౕ߿ࠡ࠲ߩ⟎߈႐ᚲߦߟߡߒߡ
ࠆળߢࠆޕ㗴ᢥߩ⺆ᢙߪ  ⺆ߢࠅ㧘ᤓᐕᐲߩ  ⺆ࠃࠅ߿߿㐳ߊߥߞߡࠆ⾰ޕߪ㧘
Yes ߹ߚߪNo ߢ╵߃ࠆ⇼ᢥࠍ㧝(Question 4) ߣ⇼⹖ࠍߞߚ⇼ᢥࠍ㧠(Questions 1, 2, 3,
5) ߣߒߚߩߺ⺒ޕㅦߐߪ㧘ᐕห᭽㧘ߒ⸒⪲ߩ⥄ὼߥㅦߐߣߒ㧘⸃╵ߪ㧘ోߡߩㆬᛯ⢇ߦ٤߹ߚߪ
ࠍઃߌߐߖࠆᒻᑼߣߒߚᧄޕߩ⺞ᩏᩞోߩᱜ╵₸ߪ 㧑ߢߞߚޕ
㧨╵᩺ߦ߅ߌࠆޣ㧤ޤዊᱜ╵₸㧔㧑㧕㧪 
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㧨⠨ኤ㧪
Question 1 ߪ㧘
ޟJudy ߣ Mike ߇ߤߎߦࠆ߆ࠍޠ߁߽ߩߢࠆ⺞ޕᩏᩞోߩᱜ╵₸ߪ 㧑
ߢߞߚޕળߩ౨㗡ߢMike ߇ Welcome to my new room. ߣ⸒ߞߡࠆߩߢ㧘ಽ߆ࠅ߿ߔ߆ߞߚߣ
⠨߃ࠄࠇࠆޕ
Question 2ߪ㧘
ޟMike߇ㇱደߦࠍ⟎ߊߟ߽ࠅ߆ࠍޠ߁߽ߩߢࠆ⺞ޕᩏᩞోߩᱜ╵₸ߪ 㧑
ߣᧄਛᦨ߽㜞߆ߞߚޕMike ߇I’m wondering where I should put my desk, bed, and guitar. ߣ⸒ߞߡ
ࠆߩߢ㧘╵߃߿ߔ߆ߞߚߣᕁࠊࠇࠆޕ
Question 3ߪ㧘ޟMike ߇ߟࠡ࠲ࠍᒢ߈ᆎߚ߆ࠍޠ߁߽ߩߢࠆ⺞ޕᩏᩞోߩᱜ╵₸ߪ
㧑ߢߞߚޕJudy ߩWhen did you start? ߣ߁ߩ⋥ᓟߦ Mike ߇ Just a few weeks ago. ߣ
╵ߒߡࠆߚ㧘ኈᤃߦℂ⸃ߢ߈ߚࠃ߁ߛޕ
Question 4ߪ㧘ޟJudy ߣ Mike ߇หߓࠢࠬߦࠆ߆ࠍޠ߁߽ߩߢࠆ⺞ޕᩏᩞోߩᱜ╵₸ߪ
㧑ߢߞߚ(ߪ  ߜ߁ߩ  ╵⺋ޕa) Yes, they are.ߢߞߚߪࠇߎޕ㧘Mike ߇⸒ߞߚ We will
play together in our music class. ߩ We ߇ Takashi ߣ Mike ߢࠆߎߣࠍᱜߒߊℂ⸃ߖߕ㧘ߐࠄߦ Judy
ߩI’m sorry that we are not in the same class.ߣ߁⊒⸒ࠍᱜ⏕ߦ⡞߈ขࠇߥ߆ߞߚߣ⠨߃ࠄࠇࠆޕ
Question 5ߪ㧘ޟMike ߇ߤߎߦࠡ࠲ࠍ⟎߈ߚߩ߆ࠍޠ߁߽ߩߢࠆ⺞ޕᩏᩞోߩᱜ╵₸ߪ
㧑ߢߞߚ(ߪ  ߜ߁ߩ  ╵⺋ޕb) Near the door. ߢߞߚߪࠇߎޕ㧘Judy ߩ You must put
it near the door, … ߣ߁⸒⪲߆ࠄ⺋ߞߡ್ᢿߒߚߣᕁࠊࠇࠆޕ

㧨ᜰዉߩ⇐ᗧὐ㧪
㧨㗴ὐ㧪
Question 4, 5ߩࠃ߁ߦ㧘⡞߈ขߞߚᖱႎࠍੱ‛㑐ଥߥߤߦᵈᗧߒߥ߇ࠄᢛℂߒߡℂ⸃ߔࠆߎߣ
߇ߢ߈ߥޕ
㧨ౕ⊛ߥᜰዉ㧪
ࠬ࠾ࡦࠣߢߪ⡞߈ขߞߚౝኈࠍᢛℂߒ㧘ᱜߒߊ㑐ㅪઃߌߡℂ⸃ߔࠆߎߣ߇ᄢಾߢࠆߦ․ޕ
ળߩ⊓႐ੱ‛߇ⶄᢙߩ႐วߦߪ㧘⺕ߩ⠨߃߿ⴕേߥߩ߆ࠍᵈᗧߐߖߥ߇ࠄ㧘ߩޘᖱႎߦߟ
ߡࡔࡕࠍขࠄߖࠆߚ߹ޕ㧘ળߩౝኈℂ⸃ࠍᷓࠆࠃ߁ߥᗧ឵߿⊒ࠍߐߖࠆߣࠃޕ

ޣౝኈℂ⸃ࠍᷓߐߖࠆ⾰ߩޤ
 Who will play the guitar together in the music class? 
 Where does Judy think Mike should put his guitar?


ޣ⡞߈ขߞߚౝኈߦ㑐ㅪߒߚ㧘↢ᓤߩ⠨߃߿↢ᓤ⥄りߩߎߣߦߟߡ߁⾰ߩޤ
  Where do you think Mike finally put his guitar?

Why do you think so?

What are there on your desk in your room?
  What do you want to put on your desk?
  Where do you put your school bag in your room?
What kind of room do you want?

Draw a picture of the room and talk about it with your partner.
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